Abstract This paper presents an efficient method for state classification of finite state Markov chains using BDD-based symbolic techniques. The method exploits the fundamental properties of a Markov chain and classifies the state space by iteratively applying reachability analysis. We compare our method with the current state-of-the-art technique which requires the computation of the transitive closure of the transition relation of a Markov chain. Experiments in over a dozen synchronous and asynchronous systems demonstrate that our method dramatically reduces the CPU time needed, and solves much larger problems because of reduced memory requirements.
Introduction
Markov chains are an important class of stochastic processes that can effectively model randomly evolving systems. They are conceptually simple because they have short memory, i.e., their future evolution depends only on the current outcome and not on further history. Although they are simple, Markov chains have found vast applications in engineering including the analysis of system reliability [l, 21, control, e .g., [3] , power consumption [4, 51 and performance [6, 7, 8, 9, 101 . The first two applications are usually concerned with the shortterm (transient) behavior or time to certain events of the Markov chain whereas the latter two applications often involve knowledge of the long-term (stationary) behavior. An important and typically the first step in carrying out these analyses is the structural analysis of the Markov chain. It partitions the state space into two sets, namely, the set of transient states (those expected to be visited only a finite number of times) and the set of recurrent states (those expected to be re-visited infinitely often once they are visited). The set of recurrent states may be further classified into different classes which once entered trap the Markov chain inside the class indefinitely. Both transient and stationary analyses need these structural information in order +This work is funded in part by a NSF CAREER Award MIP-9502386 and a gift from the Intel Corporation.
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The structure of the state space of a Markov chain may be represented by a directed graph where vertices correspond to the states and edges correspond to the transitions among the states. One method to perform structural analysis of the state space is to explzcitly identify all the (maximal) strongly connected components (SCCs) of the graph. Components (those called terminal SCCs) that do not have edges leading to other components correspond to the recurrent state classes and all other components correspond to the set of transient states. Since Markov chains derived from real systems often possess huge state space [6, 11, 81, this method can be intolerably slow because it analyzes states sequentially. Another method for structural analysis is described in [1111 which uses implicit (symbolic) techniques based on binary deciszon diagrams (BDDs) [12] so that all the SCCs of the corresponding graph are concurrently computed and the terminal SCCs are subsequently identified. A key step of this method uses the recursive paradigm in [13] to compute all the states that can be reached from individual states, or from a graph point of view, the transitive closure of the corresponding graph. Unfortunately, this step tends to be memory-intenszve and time-consuming. This paper also proposes a BDD-based symbolic technique but exploits the fundamental property of transience and recurrence of a Markov chain. Our technique sequentially explores the state space by repeatedly applying symbolic reachability analysis. Newly reached transient states and recurrence class are detected after each reachability analysis. Since most systems contain only a few recurrence classes and a large portion of their state spaces are recurrent, the number of times reachability analysis is performed is often very small. Finally, because reachability analysis is typically much faster and less memory-intensive than transitive closure computation, our method dramatically outperforms the one discussed in [ll] on almost all the examples we have tested. In particular, we observe run time reduction of up to several orders of magnitude, and our method solves all the examples on which the previous method ' We note, however, t h a t the main thrust of [ll] is symbolic algorithms for stationary analysis with less emphasis on structural analysis. fails due to insufficient memory.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews basics of Markov chains and the previous work on their structural analysis. Section 3 describes the principles, proofs, and the algorithm of our method. Experimental results are given in Section 4 and our conclusions are given in Section 5. time n , then the probability that state j E S is visited at time n + 1 is independent of its history before time
X is tzme-homogeneous if the above conditional probability is independent of time n.
In this case, the evolution of X is governed by a (1-step) trunsztzon probabzlzty matrzx P = ( p i j ) , i, j E S where Real systems can often be modeled as Markov chains which are time-homogeneous. We assume the state space S is finite so that one may write S = { 1, . . . , N } where N is the size of S. Let M = (SIP) denote such a chain with probability transition matrix P. Systems with massive concurrency [6] or having correlations among system events [4] can all be modeled by Markov chains with properly defined state spaces.
To consider the relationship between states of S, one needs the notion of communzcatzon. A state i E S communicates with state j E S, denoted by i -+ j, if there is a positive probability that state j will eventually be visited once state i is visited. Or equivalently,
Otherwise, state i does not communicate with state j , denoted by i f+ j. States i and j intercommunzcate if i -+ j and j -+ i, written i +) j.
It can be easily checked that a recurrent state is visited infinitely often once it is visited, while the expected number of the times M visits a transient state is bounded from above.
Many of the nice properties of Markov chain M can be derived from the famous Chapman-Kolmogorov theorem [14] which expresses the probability of M to go from one state to another in n 2 0 time steps in terms of the 1-step transition matrix P. One such property concerning the communication relation is as follows. Many types of analysis may be done on the Markov chain M . These analyses include the computation of the probability distribution of M over its state space at a fixed time instant (transzent analyszs), the expected time and probability to enter a set of states (first-passagetame and absorptzon probabzlzty analysis) [15] , and its asymptotic probability distribution after an infinite amoui of time (statzonary analyszs). State classification plays plays an important role in these analyses. For instance, first-passage-time analysis is often performed against a particular recurrence class. By treating each recurrence class as a single state, absorption analysis may also be accelerated. Moreover, the stationary analysis is not possible without the identification of the recurrence classes (unless M is guaranteed to have only one recurrence class) because the system will be underdetermined if the chain has multiple recurrence classes. In fact, even when the number of the recurrence classes is expected to be one, it is often necessary to verify this is the case because modeling errors or design bugs may introduce extra recurrence classes.
Theorem 2.1 I f i -+ j and j
-+ k , then i -+ k . Fur- ther, zf i +) j , then j +) i. pi3 = PT(X,+1 = j I x, = i ) = PT(X1 = j I xo = i).
Previous work
We focus on the recently proposed symbolic method [ll] 
The principles
We start by defining the forward and backward sets of a state. 
The following lemma shows a simple property of forward and backward sets.
Proof The proof is a direct consequence of the transitivity property of relation -+ given in Theorem 2.1. 
F ( i ) 5 B(i). In other words, i is transient if and only
Proof Suppose i E S is recurrent, then V j E S such that i -+ j , Le., j E F ( i ) ,F ( i ) g B ( i ) , i.e., 3k E F ( i ) such that k $? L?(i). Now, suppose state j E B(i), then j +-k so that k E F ( j ) .
This is because i E F ( j ) so that F ( i ) 5 F ( j ) by Lemma

On the other hand, B ( j ) C B(i) since j E L?(i).
Therefore, we have state k E F ( j ) but k $? B ( j ) since k 6 B(i), which implies F ( j ) g B ( j ) so that j is transient by Theorem 3.1. 
If state i is recurrent, Le., 3 ( i ) 5 B(i) by Theorem
3.1, then, V j E F ( i )
=j
Thus, F ( j ) c F ( i ) E B(i) C B ( j ) , which implies j is recurrent by Theorem 3.1. Finally, if i is recurrent and
B(i) -F ( i ) is not empty, let state k E B ( i ) -F ( i ) , we merely need to show that F ( k ) g B ( k ) so that k is transient. In fact, k E B(i) e i E F ( k ) , and k F ( i ) i 6 B ( k ) , which implies F ( k ) L?(k). 0 .
Example Figure 2( Figure 3 : Computing the forward set and backward set.
3.2 if the backward set properly contains the forward set, those states in the backward set not belonging to the forward set are all found to be transient. In the case the forward set is not contained in the backward set, we have found a set of transient states equal to {i} U B(i).
The next subsection gives our symbolic algorithm for state classification based on the above theory.
The algorithm
We associate the transition graph C = (S, E ) with a boolean transition relation Q defined from S x S into ( 0 , l ) such that Q(s,s') = 1 iff es,s! E E . We say s is the current state while s' is the next state. To represent the relation Q with BDDs, let X and Y be two sets of boolean variables encoding current states and next states, respectively. Details of BDDs and their operations can be found in [la].
3.2.1
Computation of the forward set can be performed exactly as the symbolic reachability analysis for finite state machines using fixed-point calcdations [17, 181. The idea of fixed point calculation may be explained by the concept of the frontier set, FS. Initially, the reachable state set, RS, is set to 0, and the frontier set is set to be the initial states. That is, RS(') = 0, and FS(') = I , where I is the set of initial states. Next, the set of states, 2, that can be reached from the current frontier set FS(') in one time step (or one state transition) is computed. Those states that are newly reached during this iteration are taken as the frontier for the next iteration. The process repeats until the frontier set is empty.
The first procedure given in Figure 3 computes the forward set of state s where 3 and A denote BDD operations of existential quantification and AND, respectively. Applying the same idea, the backward set of s can be computed similarly. rence classes. During each iteration, a state from the remaining state space S' is taken as a trzal state whose forward set and backward set are computed using the procedures given in Figure 3 . Next, the trial state is determined to be either recurrent or transient by checking the containment of its forward and backward sets as discussed in the Section 3.1. States that communicate with this trial state are also determined for their recurrence/transience property. The iteration terminates when there is no state to be classified.
Classifying states
The function random-take(S') works as follows. It randomly takes a state, say s1 from S' as a start point, and searches for a state s2 not yet considered to be a trial state but reachable from SI within a user definable number of steps. The intuition is that, state s2 is more likely to be recurrent because s2 E F(s1). Since this search can be done iteratively and after each iteration only one state is selected to be the new frontier set, the time spent in this function is negligible. In general, our algorithm has much better complexity than the method in [ll] . This is because the reachability analysis is performed only for part of the state space, i.e, for those trial states returned by function random-talce() whereas the transitive closure of graph Q required by the latter is equivalent to the knowledge of the reachable sets for all the states in S.
The worst case of our algorithm may occur if each iteration determines the transience or recurrence property of only the corresponding trial state when its backward set contains at most itself. Then, exactly (5'1 iterations would be required. This could happen for instance if (1) every state in S forms a single-state recurrence class or (2) all states except one are transient and each transient state reaches only the sole recurrent state. Since most real systems contains relatively few recurrence classes and a significant portion of the state space is recurrent, very few (typically only one) iterations are performed so that the worst case complexity is rarely observed. Another case where our algorithm may also be slow is when all states (nearly) form a loop. This case does not require a large number of iterations, but the time spent in the reachability analysis during each iteration could be significant. However, the time complexity of our algorithm still remains at the same order of that of the reachability analysis. The counter example in the next section is a case of this kind.
Experimental Results
We implemented both our method and the method in
[ll] based on the CUDD 1191 and SMV [20] packages on a SPARC20 with 256 Megabytes of memory. The efficiencies of the two methods are compared on many circuits as well as a queueing network model. All of them are specified in SMV format.
Synchronous and asynchronous circuits
Our synchronous examples are the synchronous bus arbiter (syncarb) [203, the mutual exclusion element (mutex) , the counter circuit (counter), and a 3-stage synchronized pipeline (periodic) which are all from the SMV package. Our asynchronous examples include the distributed mutual exclusion (dme) circuit [20] , the pau- Our method finishes all examples while the previous method fails on half of them due to insufficient memory. Comparing the run time, except on the counter circuit , our method dramatically outperforms the previous method. With more experiments, we notice that for the jifo example, the CPU time required by our method increases polynomially while the state space grows exponentially. This is because the BDD size of its transition relation Q grows polynomially with each added stage. Similar performance is achieved in the syncarb, pci and dme examples. The exception of the counters is because their state spaces are complete graphs for which the hashed recursive T C computation is particularly efficient [13].
Closed queueing networks
Finally, we consider a behavioral model of a closed queueing network [22] . Each queue is modeled as a single server with finite storage capacity. For simplicity, we assume each server has no input/output buffers. We model the delay of the server with a bounded time interval with a discrete probability distribution. In practice, this delay model is more realistic than the typical models with exponential delays. Figure 5(a) shows the werall system structure and Figure 5 (b) specifies the behavior of a single server as a finite state machine.
Notice that because of its closed nature of the sys-;em, once (randomly) initialized, the number of jobs in ;he system remains constant. Consequently, this exam-)le has multiple recurrence classes.
Initially, a server may or may not have a job to proc:ess, i.e, it is randomly initialized as either while, a timer (modeled by a timer variable) is randomly set to a value from the specified service time interval. Variable timer decrements each time step, denoting the residual service time. One time step after the timer reaches 1, the server moves to block mode and stays there until the next queue (nq) is i d l e . Then, it returns to i d l e in the subsequent time step.
Suppose each server has a service time anywhere between l and 7 steps. The reachable state space grows roughly by a factor of 6.5 with each added queue. As shown in Table 1 (cqn's), the number of recurrence classes is N + 1 where N is the number of queues. In fact, under the given service time assumption, one can show that each recurrence class uniquely determines the long-run system behavior for a fixed number of jobs. The results show that the run time of our method grows polynomially whereas that of the previous method increases exponentially, implying an exponential speed up. The previous method fails to handle systems with more than 6 queues due to insufficient memory while our method can handle systems with many more queues. For example, for a system with 16 queues, our method completes in less than 2 hours.
Conclusions
We have presented a BDD-based symbolic method for state classification of discrete-time finite state Markov chains along with the proofs of its correctness. The method iteratively identifies all the transient states and the recurrence classes by the standard reachability analysis. Typically, the number of times the reachability analysis required is very small. Compared with the previous proposed symbolic method, our method has been demonstrated to achieve dramatic improvements on the run time complexity as well as on the memory requirement on almost all examples tested. 
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